Because beauty alone is not enough.


769 MPa | 1-3 units
Imagine® mimics the translucency of natural teeth.
- More translucent than traditional Zirconia and as translucent as pressed ceramics
- Vital and accurate shading through customized dying liquid application with unshaded Imagine
- Mimics a level of intraoral value like that of natural teeth, not the stark, higher values seen with traditional zirconia

Imagine Unshaded Zirconia available in a range of 12-22mm x 98mm discs & 14-18mm Lava™ frames.

Imagine® is the strongest of all comparable Zirconia materials and 2X the strength of lithium disilicate.
- Exceeds minimum flexural strength for a class 4 Type II material up to 35% (ISO 6872:2015)
- Strong enough to use in the anterior and posterior region of the mouth & for bridges up to 3 units in length
- Can be prepped as thin as 0.8; enables dentist to preserve up to 30% of tooth structure compared to lithium disilicate

Imagine® consistently delivers the results your doctors demand.
- Careful selection of the finest raw materials and state of the art processing result in fewer remakes
- Highly controlled pressing and sintering techniques that guarantee disc to disc consistency

Imagine® has a long track record...that’s peace of mind for you and your dentist customers.
- Jensen was one of the first to receive 510k clearance to market this type of material
- Hundreds of thousands of restorations produced over 4 years of sales